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Abstract
Modelling the eﬀect of valve point loadings on the performance and cost of
power generators for electricity dispatch problems is necessary. For the past
20 years, the development of computer based methods for the identiﬁcation of
optimal designs have been based on a single model, introduced by Walters &
Sheble (1993). This model approximates the non-monotonic incremental cost
curve using a sine function. This note explores the properties of this model,
highlighting one critical deﬁciency for use within an automated optimisation
based design system and proposes a new model.
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1. Modelling valve point loading eﬀects
Modelling valve point loadings is necessary to capture the losses incurred due
to the throttling of partially open valves in electric power generators. Walters &
Sheble [1] introduced an extension to the cost model previously used for dispatch
problems to cater for this eﬀect. The model extended the quadratic formulation
through the addition of a sine function term:
Fi(Pi) = aiP
2
i + biPi + ci + |ei sin (fi(Pi,min − Pi))| (1)
where Fi(Pi) is the cost of producing power Pi in unit i. Each unit has a diﬀerent
cost function, as deﬁned by the parameters ai, bi, ci, ei and fi. This model has
been used extensively subsequently; see [2] for an overview and [3, 4, 5] for more
recent results.
The graph of the cost function for the ﬁrst unit in a 10 unit case study [6]
is shown in Figure 1. The dashed curve shows the cost function as it would be
without valve point loading eﬀects taken into account, i.e. ei and fi identically
0. Although this curve appears linear in this graph, this is due to the small
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Figure 1: Valve point loading function (solid line) with the equivalent function without valve
point loading for comparison (dashed line). The coeﬃcients for the cost function are a =
0.00043, b = 21.60, c = 958.20, e = 450, f = 0.041, and Pmin = 150. Due to small value of
the coeﬃcient for the quadratic term, the dashed line appears almost linear.
value of the ai coeﬃcient. For every case study in the literature, most of the
cost curves behave in a similar fashion.
The solid curve in Figure 1 represents the full cost model including the eﬀect
of valve point loadings. This graph exhibits the qualitative behaviour we expect.
The opening of a valve leads to a greater fuel load with the eﬀect tailing oﬀ as
the valve opens further. This is described in the literature as a non-monotonic
incremental change.
However, for some units, we ﬁnd that not only is the incremental change non-
monotonic, the actual fuel load is also non-monotonic: there are cases where the
fuel load curve has a negative slope. This leads to a negative valued incremental
cost curve, suggesting that the cost for an increase in power output decreases.
For instance, Figure 2 shows the graph of equation 1 for unit 7 from the same
case study [6] with the graph of the slope of this equation shown along the
bottom. Negative values of the slope are clearly visible and cover a signiﬁcant
percentage of the domain of operation for this particular unit.
2. A gedanken experiment
Cost curves with negative incremental values appear in all the case studies
considered for valve point loading eﬀects in the literature. Analysis of the results
presented indicates that the solutions, i.e. the loadings on the units, are often
very close to the valve points. Given the negative incremental cost curves and
these solutions, we wonder whether the solutions obtained are an artifact of the
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Figure 2: Valve point loading function (solid line) with the equivalent function without valve
point loading for comparison (dashed line) for unit 7 in the 10 unit example [6]. The coeﬃcients
for the cost function are a = 0.00211, b = 16.51, c = 502.70, e = 300 and f = 0.086. The
curve with shorter dashes at the bottom of the graph, corresponding to the right y axis, shows
the slope of the function with valve opening eﬀects with the negative values highlighted by
the horizontal dotted line indicating the 0 value for the slope.
models. We propose a simple deterministic model and solution procedure to
investigate this conjecture.
2.1. A mixed-integer linear programming model
The model we propose is the original cost model without valve point loading
eﬀects but with the search space restricted to power loads only at the valve
points for all of the units, i.e. the points at which valves are fully open. The
optimisation problem, in this case, becomes:
min
Yi,j
z =
n∑
i=1
ai∑
j
L2i,jYi,j + bi
∑
j
Li,jYi,j + ci

where the right hand side is simply the sum of the costs of each unit. The
decision variables are represented by Yi,j , a set of binary variables, with i =
1, . . . , n identifying the n diﬀerent units and j = 1, . . . , ji,max the choice of the
diﬀerent valve point loading points for each unit i. For each unit, only one
operating point can be chosen:∑
j
Yi,j = 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , n
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The optimisation goal is to identify the operation of each unit, restricted to
the valve point loadings, to meet the requirements, speciﬁcally a given overall
demand PD:
Pi =
∑
j
Li,jYi,j ∀i = 1, . . . , n
n∑
i=1
Pi ≥ PD
The load on each unit, Pi, is chosen from the set of discrete loads possible,
Li,j , deﬁned by the valve points. These load points are calculated a priori and
enumerated using the index j:
Li,j = Pi,min + (j − 1) pi
fi
j = 1, . . . , ji,max
ji,max = argmax
j
{Li,j ≤ Pi,max}
ji,max is the number of valve points for each unit i, deﬁned by the domain of
operation for each unit and the value of fi.
As we are constraining the power outputs to those possible with the units
operating only at the valve loading points, the power demand may not be met
exactly. Instead, we constrain the problem to deliver at least as much power
as required but possibly more. This will lead to solutions that may be more
expensive than is required but these will be solutions that are feasible.
The resulting model is a mixed integer linear programme (MILP) which we
will refer to as DVL_MILP (discrete valve loading MILP) below. The careful
use of binary variables, Yi,j , enables us to write the original quadratic cost
function as a linear combination of the binary variables with pre-determined load
points, noting that, at the valve points, the extra term introduced by Walters
& Sheble [1] is identically 0 and so need not be included. The advantage of an
MILP model is the ability to ﬁnd, eﬃciently and with guaranteed convergence,
the best solution possible within the restricted search spaced deﬁned by the
valve points alone.
2.2. Results
DVL_MILP has been implemented in GAMS [7] and solved using the
CPLEX solver. In all cases, solutions are obtained in a fraction of a second
on a typical desktop computer.
The model has been applied to three case studies from the literature. The
ﬁrst two are both a 13 unit problem, with two diﬀerent demands [8]. Three of
the 13 units, the ﬁrst, second and fourth units, in this problem have negative
slope cost curves due to the valve point eﬀect modelling. The third case study
is a 40 unit problem [9] in which 19 of the units exhibit cost function curves
with negative slopes due to the valve point eﬀect modelling.
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Table 1 shows how the solutions obtained by the restricted search model
compare with the best solutions known for these problems [4, 5]. The results
are compared in terms of the actual power output and the cost. For presentation
purposes, the costs have been rounded to the nearest unit. We see that even
though the search space has been restricted signiﬁcantly, the solutions obtained
compare favourably. The solutions obtained by DVL_MILP are, at most, 0.5%
away from the best known solution in each case, for both the cost and the power
delivered measures.
Table 1: Gap between solutions obtained with the restricted search MILP model and the best
known solutions from the literature.
Problem Demand DVL_MILP Excess DVL_MILP Best Gap
output output cost known
(MW) (MW) (%) cost (%)
13 units 1800 1802 0.11 17964 17960 0.02
13 units 2520 2525 0.20 24174 24164 0.04
40 units 10500 10501 0.01 121986 121413 0.47
These results provide support for the notion that the valve point eﬀect mod-
els used in the literature may be leading to misleading results. However, from
an engineering point of view, it may make sense to operate all units with valves
fully open, or as close to that as possible. On the other hand, this may exacer-
bate the impact of valve opening in a dynamic context. These issues lead us to
argue for improved models for valve point loadings, especially for the dynamic
context as addressed by Chiou [6].
3. Concluding remarks
This short note has presented some observations on the cost functions used
in the literature to model the impact of valve-point loadings. Many of the
examples in the literature exhibit non-monotonic incremental cost curves. As
a thought experiment, we have also presented a new approximate MILP model
that can provide good quality solutions by only allowing for designs at the valve
points. This model is robust and fast so is well suited for real-time management
applications or as a basis for an initialisation step for other approaches, such as
those based on meta-heuristics.
Robert K Green & Shahriar Sahba, in the discussion of the paper by Noyola
et al. [10], noted:
[. . . ] the availability of accurate incremental heat rate data is es-
sential for the proper execution of economic dispatch calculation
programs.
This highlights a diﬃculty we have found in addressing problems in this area:
the data used to generate the incremental cost curves to take into account valve
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point loading eﬀects are not in the open literature. It is diﬃcult to compare the
functions proposed to the original data. Further, it is not possible to tune the
models and their parameters to avoid the problem of negative incremental cost
curves. We suggest that this be an area that should be explored more fully.
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